
IntelliWriter Video Library
This section provides video tours of the IntelliWriter program. Please right-click on the title to open in a new tab or window.

 Student Getting Started Video Watch this short video to become familiar with IntelliWriter and how to use the tool to 
improve your writing today!

How to Access IntelliWriter 

Self-Registration This short video will guide you through the self-registration process from intelliwriter.com
Canvas  This short video will guide you through how to access IntelliWriter via Canvas

Navigating IntelliWriter

Navigating IntelliWriter This video will provide you with a short introduction to the main page in IntelliWriter containing the Writing Pane, Editing 
Tool Bar, and Support Column.

indowNavigating the Writing W  This short video will showcase where the writing window is in IntelliWriter, which you can use to start writing your 
paper.  

 Importing a Document from Word or Google Doc This short video will guide you through the process of importing a document from 
Microsoft Word or Google Docs.

 Save a Document  This short video will show you how to save a document in IntelliWriter. 
 Rename a Document This short video will show you how to rename a document already saved in IntelliWriter. 

 Open a Saved Document from within IntelliWriter This video will show you how to locate and open a saved document in IntelliWriter.
  Sharing a Document This video will walk you through how to share a document in IntelliWriter. 

Exporting a Document This short video will showcase how to export a document in IntelliWriter to Microsoft Word or a PDF.

Navigating the Support Column

This short video will provide a short introduction to the resources housed in the Support Column: The Grammar Navigating the Support Column 
Tab, The Comments Tab, and The  Help Tab

  Grammar Tab This video will showcase the Grammar Tab and provide instructions on how to use the Grammar Tab to improve the quality of 
your writing. 

  Comments Tab This video will explain how you can create and view comments on your own documents or documents that have been shared 
with you in IntelliWriter. 
Resources Tab This video will identify the Resources Tab and provide a short introduction to the resources contained within the Resources Tab 
(the videos below by resource type will provide more explanation).

 Writer’s Guides This video will show you how to access and navigate the Writer's Guides which is a library of cross-curricular writing 
instructional documents. 

Using the Revision Checklists This video will show you how to use the Revision Checklists in the Writer's Guides in combination 
with your Stats "scores" to improve your writing.

Cite.ai  This video will show you how to use Cite.ai to check for plagiarism.
Lexipedia  This video will show you how to use the vocabulary builder, Lexipedia.
iseek.ai  This video will show you how to use the open educational resource search engine, iseek.ai.

  Stats Tab This video will explain the Performance Data provided in the Stats Tab and how to use the information provided to improve 
your writing. 

Technical Support

How to access technical support  This short video will guide you through the Help and Support Tab in order to access Technical Support. 
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